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The main center of attraction in Wedding is the seating arrangement of Bride and Groom or the
Wedding Stage, so it needs to be perfect. And if the wedding has a Theme then it needs to be
decorated with some extra care and attention...

Earthy, bright and rich flowers can be used for decorating the stage with pastel shades of color like
citrus, pink and sky-blue for making the stage to appear according to the Christian Theme and also
not too overloaded with loudness.

White fabric can be used for walls behind the seating of bride and groom, and dangling white lights
can be attached behind them and all this will create just a overwhelming and stunning effect when
the light sparkle and shine behind them. White lights with white fabric!!! Vow..

A sledge or mistletoe will look awesome if used as a decorative device for the stage which will
provide it a brilliant look and gives an instant effect of the Wedding Theme.

Clear beads or stones of small gems can be used for creating the look of glistening ice that comes
up with the real stuff of an icy effect within your wedding, if these were sprinkled around the stage
randomly or in a specific pattern.

Fake snowballs can be scattered here and there on the stage for providing a playful and beautiful
scenario in your wedding. Adding wedding stars and candles having the sparkling silver and white
color is also a great choice to have.

As this season is connected with blooming of life, so an array of ribbons, hangings, balloons, strings
and many other things like this can be used for the decoration of stage and fill it with different colors.

Ice sculptures of Santa Clause is an expensive but is also a very impressive item, so it can be a
piece of attraction for your stage and is considered to be a great matching of Christmas wedding
with traditional one.

One way to add glamour to the stage is to arrange poles or beams at the backend of stage and
drape some green garland and strands of small lights around them which will provide a look that is
according to the theme.

You may also include pine cones with silver or gold color and bells for decoration of the stage.
Christmas wreaths, ivy and candles with an accent of red and green are also an option if you donâ€™t
want pine cones which will provide the same effect.

The mood of the guests can be made refreshing by using the soft and warm lighting that is spread
throughout the area that is for seating of the guests around the stage.

A mixture of Christmas and classic wedding can be made by the use of stockings with tulle of
different colors for decorating the backend of stage by stuffing it with a lot of stockings.

For giving a shiny finish, you may hang out cutouts of snowflakes from the ceiling which are made
from white construction paper. Just provide the final finishing and see how the simple stage turns
out to be a mind blowing Christmas Wedding stage...
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